RESOURCES
Bubbles IN SPACE

NASA ‘trains’ its astronauts in
a pool... Coincidentally, in many
NASA spacewalk videos, bubbles
are visible moving through
‘space.’ Drain the pool, NASA!!

Check out these Flat Earth films and content providers
on Youtube. There are many, many more!
A STRANGER’S
GUIDE TO FLAT EARTH
by ODD REALITY

GLOBEBUSTERS

NASA’S CGI BLUNDERS

NASA has been caught time and again faking space.
From stop-motion animation – to Green screen glitches –
to bad Photoshop – to countless CGI planets and images.

LIVE Sundays
12-3pm PST

SPACE IS
RIDICULOUS BY
OWEN BENJAMIN
by DITRH

SATELLITES
ARE FAKE
by JERANISM

FLAT EARTH
CLUES

by MARK SARGENT

ATMOSPHERIC
MAGNIFICATION
by ROB SKIBA

Footage shows Neil Armstrong and crew
discussing how to FAKE the famous view
of earth using the shape of the window.

Photoshop levels reveal
composited image of earth

AS11-44-6642

NASA’S BUDGET

58 MILLION A DAY

200 PROOFS
by ERIC DUBAY

WEBSITES
www.TheFlatEarthPodcast.com
www.stoplookthink.com

... and all we get is a lot of CGI.

www.Jeranism.com
www.TestingTheGlobe.com
www.FlatEarth101.com

NASA is really bad at faking it... All we have to do is
be willing to investigate, and admit we were conned.

“NOBODY IN HUMAN HISTORY, AS FAR AS I KNOW,
HAS THOUGHT THE WORLD WAS FLAT.”

Hebrew

Norse

Hindu

Mayan

– Brian Cox
Inca

Navajo

Egyptian

NASA

Except every single culture and religion prior to NASA

You’ve been brainwashed
to NOT investigate.

WHO WE ARE

We are a community of aware
people coming together to
celebrate and advance our
knowledge that we indeed
live on a flat, stationary plane
exactly how all of our senses tell us. We are free
thinking people of all races, ages, faiths and
countries across the plane. We are taking back
the ability to think for ourselves – knowing who
we are and where we are.
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design by

info@TheFlatEarthPodcast.com

FLAT EARTH

Balloon FOOTAGE 100,000+ FT

*

WATER FINDS ITS LEVEL

Water always finds its level. If Earth were a
giant sphere hurdling through infinite space then
f lat level surfaces would not exist here. But since
Ear th is in fact an
extended f lat plane,
this physical property
of fluids finding and
remaining level is
consistent with our
observations.
Bolivian Salt Flats
50 miles wide & FLAT

*

High altitude amateur balloon footage
(not fisheye) shows a Flat Earth. Whereas
NASA pushes the supposed curvature – that
is nothing more than a GoPro lens effect.

AIRPLANE DIPS ITS NOSE?

*

JETSTREAMS

CHICAGO 60 MILES AWAY?

It is often possible to see the Chicago skyline from sea-level 60 miles away across Lake
Michigan. In 2015, photographer Joshua
Nowicki captured this phenomenon. According
to the curvature formula (8” x mi2), Chicago
should be 2,400 feet below the horizon.

*

Jetstreams on a Globe Earth vs Flat Earth.
Which one makes more sense?

GLOBE

*

*

EYE DON’T

*

*

PLANE FLIGHTS

Hundreds of flights every day make fuel
stops that make no sense on a globe... But,
make perfect sense on a Flat Earth. Every
flight goes to connecting locations in the
Northern ‘hemisphere’ first.

THINK SO!

The law of perspective greatly
limits our ability to see far distances.
Are we to believe that from 238,000+
miles away, we can make out features
on the surface of the moon?

On a Flat Earth

www.TheFlatEarthPodcast.com

GRAVITY IS MAGIC!

Gravity is a theory
easily explained
by DENSITY and
BUOYANCY. It was
needed to justify
everything being
pulled to the center
of a spinning ball – that’s
3 sextillion pounds of water.

*
On a Globe

SUNRAYS

The Sun is not millions of miles away. We
can trace the angle of sunrays back to their
source above the
clouds. The sun is
clearly NOT 93
million miles
away, but rather
relatively close.

*
An airplane traveling at 500 mph would
have to compensate a drop of 2,777 ft.
every minute to maintain cruising
altitude, without f lying into ‘space.’
Is this what we experience?

FLAT EARTH

BOATS OVER THE CURVE

The introduction
of the Nikon P900
was a real problem
for the supposed
curve of the earth.
Just ZOOM IN!

